
LOVE: RECOVERING THE AMATEUR STATUS OF THE CHRISTIAN  

 
 "To discover God in the smallest and most ordinary things,  as well as in the greatest, is to 
possess a rare and sublime faith. To find contentment in the present moment is to   
relish and adore the divine will in the succession of all the things to be done and suffered which 
make up the duty to the present moment."  
                                     Jean-Pierre De Caussaude   
 
 "What you do in your house is worth as much as if you did it  up in heaven for our Lord 
God." 
                                      Martin Luther 
 
 "Does God work?" Willie MacMichael asks his father in George Macdonald's book for 
children.  

His father answered biblically: 

 "Yes, Willie, it seems to me that God works more than anybody - for He works all night and 
all day and, if I remember rightly, Jesus tells us somewhere that He works all Sunday too. If He 
were to stop working, everything would stop being. The sun would stop shining, and the moon and 
stars; the corn would stop growing; there would be no apples  and gooseberries; your eyes 
would stop seeing; your ears  would stop hearing; your fingers couldn't move an inch; and, 
 worst of all your little heart would stop loving."   

 "No, Papa," cried Willie. "I shouldn't stop loving, I'm  sure." 

 "Indeed you would, Willie." 

           "Not you and Mamma." 

           "Yes - you wouldn't love us any more than if you were asleep without dreaming."  

     "That would be dreadful." 

            "Yes, it would. So you see how good God is to us - to go on working, that we may be able to 
love each other." 

           "Then if God works like that all day long, it must be a  fine thing to work," said Willie. 

 "You are right. It is a fine thing to work - the  finest thing in the world, if it comes of love, 
as God's work does." 

 

Macdonald ends with this insightful comment: 



This conversation made Willie quite determined to learn to knit. If God worked, he would 
work too. And although the work he undertook was a very small work, it was like all God's 
great works; for every loop he made had a little love looped up in it, like an invisible, soft, 
downy lining to the stockings. And after those, he went on knitting a pair  for his father, 
and learned to work with a needle as well, and to darn the stockings he had made.xxxv 

In its original meaning, "amateur" described the person who does something for love, but the 
word has come to mean unprofessional or unqualified - the opposite of "professional." George 
Bernard Shaw once said that every profession is a conspiracy against the laity. In Christian ministry 
this conspiracy has dealt a fatal blow to the ministry of every member of the body of Christ since 
the tendency is to leave ministry to the paid professionals "who know how to do it better," while 
Christian ministry is essentially an amateur activity. In the marketplace, professionalism has 
robbed the worker of one of the strongest spiritual motivations to turn ordinary work into a sacred 
ministry, the motivation of love. What is work without love? "If I give all I possess to the poor," 
Paul asks, "and surrender my body to the flames, but have not love, I gain nothing" (1 Cor. 13:3). If 
I burn myself out achieving professional excellence but have not love, my soul will be like a 
withered leaf, and my work will not touch people for God. When it comes to work there is 
something more excellent than excellence: love. 

In secular society, identity is established by who you know, how much money you make, where 
you have been, and, most important of all, what you do for a living. To become unemployed is to 
face the ultimate identity crisis. But there is a better way to relate work and identity, the way of 
love. Walter Hilton expounds a statement attributed to Augustine and ultimately derived from the 
Gospels: "Man is naught else but his thoughts and his loves." So if we want to know who a person 
is, instead of asking what a person does, we have simply to ask what it is she loves and how she 
loves it.xxxvi Augustine and Jesus would make us amateurs and restore us to the genuinely human 
existence we enjoyed in the very beginning before sin marred our identity and our work. 

The Prototype Amateurs 

Adam and Eve needed no commandment to love God with all their heart, and their neighbor as 
themselves (Matt 22:34-40). That law was written on their hearts, as natural to them as breathing.  
Within that single love vocation they were given three full-time expressions. Their first work is 
described rather than prescribed. Implicit in their humanity is the commission to work at 
communion with God. The first two chapters of Genesis describe the man and the woman 
experiencing the uninterrupted enjoyment of the presence of God in a relationship of loving awe. 
The text suggests that the garden was a sanctuary-garden and a place of real meeting with 
God.xxxvii No activity was intended to take them away from their center, though like all 
relationships there were seasons of special intimacy, as suggested by God's walking in the garden 
in the cool of the day looking for his creatures' love (Gen. 3:8). Whether in love-making or 
laughter, naming the hippopotamus or numbering the trees, all of which are acts of worship, 
Adam and Eve simultaneously celebrated their creatureliness and their God. The practice of the 
presence of God is not the exclusive vocation of professional ministers and cloistered monks 
because nothing on earth before the Fall should take us away from God. To make communion a 
part-time occupation is to make Christianity into another religion, perhaps not a very good one. 



The second full-time work is also described but not prescribed.  God's first negative statement in 
the Bible is that "it is not good for the man to be alone" (Gen. 2:18). In this figurative account of a 
literal event, God makes humankind innately social and inevitably sexual. "Male and female he 
created them" (Gen. 1:27). So community-building is every person's second full-time job. 
Humankind is invited continuously to celebrate cohumanity, living in grateful awareness of the fact 
that neither male nor female can be the image of God alone but only in relationships.  This brings 
new meaning to the affirmation that "God is love" (1 John 4:8), for it expresses the symmetry of 
the relational life within God as Trinity and the relational life of his creatures. As Augustine said, 
echoed in the thought of the contemporary theologian Moltmann, "God is lover, the beloved and 
the love itself."xxxviii So human beings, made in God's image, are built for love. The world was made 
in love, runs on love, and so do we. 

This makes our sexuality contemplative, as we shall see in the chapters on "the Day with the Other 
Sex." Each sex evokes the other's sexuality. Together they enable humanity to become a 
mysterious expression of God's own social experience and his covenant relationships (Eph. 5:32). 
The family becomes God's prototype community on earth and is part of every person's vocational 
calling, whether one remains single or gets married.  People-making (Gen. 1:28) gives Adam and 
Eve the further privilege of making people in their own image (Gen. 5.3) as God made them in his.   

So humankind's duty and destiny is to build community, to express neighborliness, to celebrate 
cohumanity - in a word, to love. We dare not relegate this to discretionary time activities. For 
example, it would be dangerous for me to think of myself as a part-time husband or a part-time 
grandfather. Some will earn their salary in community building by being town-planners or family 
counselors, just as others will earn it by prayer or evangelism. The way one earns one's living turns 
out to be incidental. The truth is that Christian vocation demands our all, all the time.xxxix The call 
of God that comes to every believer (Eph. 4:1) embraces all of life: work, family, neighborhood, 
politics, and congregation. We must never let our occupations become as all-consuming as our 
vocation. 

Adam and Eve's third full-time job is co-creativity.xl They were made regents, earthly rulers 
representing the interests of a heavenly king. They were to work not only for God but with God in 
making God's world work. They were made for the world, not the world for them (Gen. 2:5). The 
human task of cultivating and enculturating the earth included everything from farming to genetic 
engineering, from landscape architecture to playing the flute (Gen. 4:21). Eventually, Adam's 
children would do some of these things for a living. But, as I have said, that is incidental because 
earth-keeping is everyone's full-time job.  But it will become an idolatry if it is separated from 
community-building and communion with God, just as preaching and other forms of traditional 
Christian service will become idolatrous if separated from home-making, family-building and 
caring for the environment. So we were meant for the whole, not the part, and our health is in 
finding our down-to-earth God right where we are in the business of ordinary life, doing our three 
full-time jobs and giving ourselves exclusively to none. This brings deeper meaning to the proposal 
that, if we want to find out who we are, we need to ask who or what we love.   

The Search for Loveable Work  



 

When Paul wrote to the Thessalonians he did not affirm these Christians for "loving their work." 
Instead he affirmed them for being people whose "labor (was) prompted by love" (1 Thess 1:3 
emphasis added), a much deeper thing. Not everyone loves his or her work, but love can turn even 
routine jobs into ministry by finding new ways to accomplish old tasks or incorporating the extra 
flair that love inspires.   

Embellishment is one of the love-works that make the daily round interesting and, at least 
potentially, a ministry. As I write this I am perched in a guest house in a tiny Islamic village on the 
Indian ocean in Kenya. Most of the people are very, very poor, yet almost every wooden doorpost 
and lintel is rendered beautiful and interesting by exquisite Swahili carvings, each design unique. 
That required effort, the kind of effort love makes.   

Falling out of love with one's work is like falling out of love with one's spouse: it is more of an 
excuse than an explanation.  When people tell me they no longer love their spouse, I feel like 
telling them they are lazy. It is the same thing with work. If people cannot find some lovable 
dimensions in their daily work it is often because they are expecting lovableness to be presented 
ready-made rather than discovered through prayer and hard work.  Obviously there is no 
particular merit in staying in an unsatisfactory job if change is possible. And normally it is a good 
thing to search for a job that fits personal longings reasonably well (although half the world has no 
occupational choices at all). But I do not think any job, even one that initially seems to be a 
"perfect fit," will sustain our love for long without spiritual effort on our part. Just as some people 
go from spouse to spouse looking for love, so others go from job to job looking for fulfilment. 
Normally we should find it right where we are.   

While there are obviously some jobs that are not ways of loving our neighbours as ourselves, I 
think the list is shorter than some would imagine. Prostitutes and drug-pushers cannot love their 
neighbours in their work, but these are obvious examples and it is socially acceptable to reject 
these.xli Much more complicated is the range of jobs in the "grey areas" - like a stock broker or a 
collections agent who sells people's furniture from under them. A graphic artist was asked to 
design an advertisement for jewellery that used sex. As he said, "When I started this work I 
thought there would be a large area of white, a large area of black, and a small grey area. But now 
I see it is mostly all grey with a little white and black at both ends." Can these be done for love?  
Does the politician's work allow for love - or the work of a revolutionary, a soldier, an executioner, 
or an ambassador for a corrupt government? An international buyer will find that success 
sometimes requires kickbacks, a complicated challenge that is viewed very differently in other 
cultures. Is there a place for love in such a business?   

This pitiful list is enough to drive anyone to apply for the professional ministry. But there is no 
escape from the dilemma there either. Can a pastor be a minister of neighbour-love when the job 
description requires him or her to work in areas of personal weakness rather than strength? If a 
person does not love her work, can she still work for love?  Some parachurch workers struggle 
when they are required by their mission organization to raise their own financial support. They feel 
they are compelled to "sell" their ministry to friends and family. Where is the love in that? A 



poorly-paid professor in a Christian college is obliged to take on outside work because of his 
family's needs, but he does so for necessity, not love. There is no safe haven anywhere in the 
world or the church. Working for love is hard everywhere.  

I dare say that no one works for love all the time. In all honesty, most of us live in a perpetual state 
of "sinning boldly but believing in Jesus more boldly still," as Luther would say.  We live by grace 
and by practising continuous repentance. But there are few jobs where the opportunity to love 
does not present itself. According to Luther virtually all occupations are modes of "full-time" 
service to God except those of the usurer, the prostitute, and the monk.xlii In the same way 
virtually all occupations offer the possibility of loving service to other people. Some Christians are 
sustained day by day in the workplace by the thought that the product they are manufacturing 
meets a real need in the world. But some Christians are sustained by the thought that while the 
product they are manufacturing does not seem to meet a real need - it could be some trivial 
electronic device to complicate people's lives even further - there are people in the workplace they 
can love, or there are people at home who are receiving a loving benefit from their work. Unpaid 
homemakers are also working for love, sometimes only for love.  This last point deserves some 
consideration because the Thessalonian church was having some problems getting some people to 
make the connection between work and love. 

Love, Idleness and Workaholism 

Paul's shocking statement,"If a man will not work, he shall not eat" (2 Thess 3:10) was made in the 
context of a church that expected Jesus to come back any moment. Some of them were thinking, 
"Why work, if the whole story will be consummated shortly and our work in this world will be 
rendered obsolete?"  So they went from home to home living off the generosity of those who did 
work, instead of providing for themselves and their families as a loving act. Paul confronts this 
heretical practice both by example and teaching. He worked hard to look after himself and his 
companions as a love gift to the people he served. "We were not idle when we were with you, nor 
did we eat anyone's food without paying for it" (3:7-8) - a truly extraordinary statement from the 
lips of a travelling Christian worker. His teaching was equally radical: "keep away from every 
brother who is idle" (3:6). In the same way Paul, in writing to the Ephesians, commands the thief to 
stop stealing and to work "that he may have something to share with those in need" (Eph 4:28). 
One Christian reason to work is make a love-provision for oneself and one's family. Viewed this 
way the idlers in Thessalonica were unloving. But, surprisingly, so are workaholics today. 

Workaholics want to find their identity and fulfilment in only one of their three full-time jobs 
(communion, community-building, and co-creativity), whether it is mothering, administering, 
counselling, selling, or preaching. We were meant to experience a balanced life of living wholly and 
completely for God. But workaholics invest all their energies in one part of the human vocation, 
usually the "co-creativity" part in society. The reasons are well-documented. Usually raised in non-
affirming environments, workaholics are attempting unconsciously to prove worthy of the 
approval of their parents and others. Workaholics are consumed by this inner drivenness and 
cannot play without feeling guilty. They have to work at play and cannot play at work. Work is too 
serious a matter. It often becomes misdirected worship as they use work to fill the god-shaped 
vacuum in their souls. A definition of idolatry is simply making something one's ultimate concern, 



other than the One who is ultimate. Even on vacations (if they take then at all) workaholics plan 
the next piece of work. Amos may be describing them when he rails against the people who spend 
their sabbaths figuring out how to make more money as soon as it is over (Amos 8:5). The whole of 
life is oriented around what becomes one continuous work-week. But the outside effect of the 
workaholic is the same as the idler: they are a burden to all around them.  

Workaholics have nothing to give because their love of work consumes all other loves. They 
require those around them to adjust their lives and priorities to the all-consuming nature of the 
workplace. Except for money they have nothing to give to those with whom they live: no affection, 
no joy, no friendship, no companionship, no love. They are emotional and relational thieves in the 
family and the community. So idlers and workaholics have some similar qualities when viewed 
from the outside - their effect on others. But the inside comparison fares no better. 

Both the idler and the workaholic are guilty of moral laziness.xliii  Neither has gone deep enough to 
see that the reason to work as Christians is not simply for personal expression and to meet 
personal needs. Work is a divine vocation, a calling. As a vocation it is not something we choose as 
a way of finding fulfilment. Rather, it is our response to a divine summons that includes our whole 
life: workplace, family, church, neighborhood and society. Ultimately it is God we must please in 
our work.  And, to our surprise, we discover happily that God is easier to please than our parents, 
or even ourselves! So both the idler and the workaholic must become contemplative workers: true 
amateurs who allow the love of God to inspire their work. 

The Much-Loved Worker 

A passage written by Martin Luther is especially eloquent on this theme. Luther compares the love 
relationship between husband and wife and the love relationship between God and his children, a 
comparison that illuminates the spirituality of work and the amateur status of the Christian. 

When a husband and wife really love each other, have pleasure in each other, and 
thoroughly believe in their love, who teaches them how they are to behave one to 
another, what they are to do or not to do, say or not to say, what they are to think? 
Confidence alone teaches them all this, and even more than is necessary.  For such a man 
there is no distinction in works. He does the great and the important as gladly as the small 
and the unimportant, and vice versa. Moreover, he does them all in a glad, peaceful, and 
confident heart, and is an absolute willing companion to the woman. But where there is 
any doubt, he searches within himself for the best thing to do; then a distinction of works 
arises by which he imagines he may win favour. And yet he goes about it with a heavy 
heart and great disinclination. He is like a prisoner, more than half in despair and often 
makes a fool of himself. Thus a Christian man who lives in this confidence toward God 
knows all things, can do all things, ventures everything that needs to be done, and does 
everything gladly and willingly, not that he may gain merits and good works, but because it 
is a pleasure for him to please God in doing these things. He simply serves God with no 
thought of reward, content that his service pleases God. On the other hand, he who is not 
at one with God, or is in a state of doubt, worries and starts looking for ways and means to 
do enough and to influence God with his many good works.xliv 



Christ himself must have experienced this freedom within love.  During the so-called hidden years, 
he sanded and planed wooden cradles while he carried in his great heart the knowledge that the 
world was hell-bound. How could he have known what he knew and yet done such menial things 
in the carpenter's shop? Yet the Father said, "You are my Son, whom I love; with you I am well 
pleased," (Luke 3:22) when he had not yet preached a sermon or worked a miracle. This was 
probably not the first time God the Father assured Jesus of his love and thus liberated him to do 
little things for his pleasure before he went on to much bigger things. 

From Chapter two, Disciplines of the Hungry Heart (Harold Shaw, 1993) 
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NOTES: IS BUSINESS A CALLING? 


